Student meeting

April 22, 2024, Bucharest (Romania) from 14:00-17:05 CET

Objective

To summarise work, share gained knowledge, to give feedback and thoughts on how to finalise PREDIS, as well as give ideas on how to develop the EURAD-2 KM programme. Open to all PREDIS and EURAD project participants. Registration HERE.

Agenda

14:00-14:30 Welcome & Status update of PREDIS and EURAD (P. Carbol, JRC)

14:30 to 15:50 CET - PREDIS Students (open for PREDIS and EURAD students)

14:30-14:45 WP 2 Presentation
14:45-15:00 WP 4 Presentation
15:00-15:15 WP 5 Presentation
15:15-15:30 WP 6 Presentation
15:30-15:45 WP 7 Presentation

15:45 to 16:00 CET – BREAK

16:00-17:00 Student discussions (restricted to PREDIS students)
- Open discussion on technical aspects in the WPs
- Participation in PREDIS R&D or KM activities
- Mobility actions performed, pros/cons
- Preparation of final workshop
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17:00 to 17:05 CET – Closure & Feedback